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LeMond: Lance threatened me
Report says three-time Tour winner forced to testify
Posted: Sunday June 25, 2006 6:53PM; Updated: Monday June 26, 2006 9:02AM

PARIS (AP) -- Three-time Tour de France winner Greg
LeMond says he testified in a court case involving
Lance Armstrong because the Texan had threatened
him, according to L’Equipe Dimanche on Sunday.

Last week, French newspapers published claims by the
wife of a former Armstrong teammate alleging that the
seven-Time Tour winner had admitted to using
performance-enhancing drugs in 1996.

Betsy Andreu claimed that Armstrong, days after he
underwent brain surgery in 1996, had told a doctor he
had used the blood-boosting hormone EPO and other
drugs.

Armstrong denied the allegations made in sworn
statements by Andreu, the wife of former teammate
Frankie Andreu, before an arbitration panel in January.

In a two-page denial released Friday, Armstrong called
the allegations "stale, unfounded and untrue."

Greg LeMond (right) says Lance Armstrong
(left) "threatened my wife, my business, my
life."

Pascal Rondeau/Getty Images

Her testimony came in a legal dispute over whether " ’ ~ : " ’
Armstrong was owed a $5 million bonus for winning
the 2004 Tour. The bonus had been withheld due to claims Armstrong had cheated.

After three weeks of testimony in the case, Armstrong was awarded $7.5 million.

In the weekly edition of L’Equipe Dimanche, LeMond outlined his reasons for testifying in the case.

"I was forced to testify, because Lance had threatened me," LeMond said. "He threatened my wife, my
business, my life. His biggest threat consisted of saying he would find 10 people to testify that I took EPO.
Of course, he didn’t find a single one."

In 2001, LeMond said he was unhappy about Armstrong’s link to Italian doctor Michele Ferrari, who
received a suspended yearlong jail sentence in October 2004 for sports fraud and malpractice.
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LeMond later issued an apology to Armstrong, saying he was "a great champion" and that his critical
remarks on Armstrong’s links to Ferrari had been taken out of context.

Ferrari once advised Armstrong, but the cyclist cut his ties with him after the conviction. Ferrari was
cleared of the most severe charge of distributing health-threatening doping products.

Copyright 2006 Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast,
rewritten, or redistributed.
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Landis Doping Charge Gives LeMond a Chance to Rip Lance
Armstrong

By Jim Roberts
Jul 31, 2006

The Floyd Landis doping charge brought three-time Tour de
France champion Greg LeMond out to rip on seven-time winner
lance Armstrong.

Lance Armstrong Refuses to
Take the Bait (Image: ABC)

While telling Landis that if he is
confirmed positive, he hopes he
has the courage to tell the
"troth," in an interview with
French weekly Le Journal du
Dimanche released on Saturday
LeMond takes a shot at Lance.

LeMond’s cheap shot: "I hope
that [Landis] won’t do what
another American did: Deny,
deny, deny."

Jealous anyone?

That American that LeMond is referring to is of course Lance
Armstrong and he refused to take the bait to stoop to LeMond’s
level. He did take LeMond to ~.¢.!>~D. telling "This Week with
George Stephanopoulos" this Sunday:

http ://www. nationalledger, com/artman/publi sh/article 27267379. shtml 8/3/2006
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"I mean, you can get Greg Lemond to go on the air and
speculate. I’m not going to do that. But I’m not going
south like Greg does. I believe in the sport. I love it, been a
fan of it, and I’m going to support it."

Armstrong stayed abovc the fray but LeMond had more:

"It is ,~.,.:,;:_U~._~:q. as a professional sport that represents the problem. It
can transform someone into a liar," LeMond said.

What a sad statement. Greg LeMond has turned into Greg who?

Page 2 of 4

Using the doping charges against Floyd Landis and calling Lance
Armstrong a liar with his ludicrous "deny, deny, deny" did
nothing more than cheapen LeMond’s legacy.

Spare me the lecture. Lance owns the sport that Greg once did.
Take it like a man. Records were meant to be broken.

-Commentary by Jim Rol~rt~
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